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I. Witness Introduction1

Q. Please state your name and business address.2

A. George M. Behrens, 1844 Ferry Road, Naperville, Illinois 60563-9600.3

Q. By whom are you employed?4

A. Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor Gas” or “Company”).5

Q. Are you the same George M. Behrens who testified earlier in this proceeding?6

A. Yes.7

II. Summary of Testimony8

Q. Please summarize your testimony.9

A. In my direct and rebuttal testimonies, I presented evidence that the Company’s Rider 4,10

Gas Cost Performance Program (“GCPP” or “Program”) was providing customer benefits11

and meeting its goals.  Accordingly, no modification to the GCPP is warranted.  The12

rebuttal testimonies of Staff witness Richard Zuraski and Jerome Mierzwa on behalf of13

the Citizens Utility Board and the Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office (collectively14

“GCI”) make several counterpoints to the Company’s rebuttal testimonies.  The purpose15

of my surrebuttal testimony is to address these counterpoints raised by Staff and GCI.16

Q. In your rebuttal testimony you stated that the Company would agree to several17

recommendations proposed by Staff.  Is there agreement among parties to these18

recommendations?19

A. After reviewing Staff’s rebuttal testimony, it appears that Nicor Gas and Staff agree that20

no change should be made to the Firm Deliverability Adjustment, the GCPP should21
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extend to the end of 2002, and that any changes should be effective January 1, 2003.22

GCI, however, continues to recommend that the Program be eliminated.23

Q. How is the remaining portion of your surrebuttal testimony organized?24

A. I will first address the counterpoints raised by Staff witness Zuraski concerning his25

proposals for updating the Benchmark, changing the Commodity Adjustment and holding26

annual prudence reviews for affiliated transactions.  I will then respond to GCI witness27

Mierzwa’s proposal to eliminate the Storage Credit.28

III. Rebuttal Testimony of Mr. Zuraski29

Q. Do you have any initial observations regarding Mr. Zuraski’s rebuttal testimony?30

A. Yes.  It appears that Mr. Zuraski’s approach to this proceeding is out of sequence.  This31

proceeding is taking place pursuant to Section 9-244(c) of the Public Utilities Act.  Under32

that Section, it is my understanding that the Commission must first examine whether a33

particular performance based regulation plan is meeting its goals.  If the plan is not34

meeting its goals, only then should the plan be modified.35

As I read Mr. Zuraski’s rebuttal testimony, he continues to focus on changes that he feels36

should be made to the GCPP.  However, I cannot find any discussion to support a finding37

that the Program is not meeting its goals.38

The Company has presented evidence that the GCPP is, in fact, meeting its goals as39

articulated by the Commission when it approved the Program.  A review of Staff’s40

testimony, in my opinion, provides no real examples that the GCPP is failing to meet its41

goals.  Accordingly, immediately entering into a discussion of various proposed42
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modifications to the Program is inconsistent with the sequence of examination43

contemplated under Section 9-244(c).44

Q. Now turning to particular modifications, Mr. Zuraski appears to continue to45

support a review of the GCPP and a recalibration of its parameters  every three46

years .  (Zuraski Reb., lines 57-59).  Is the Company in agreement with Mr. Zuraski?47

A. No.  In his direct testimony, line 126, Mr. Zuraski states his proposal as, “Make provision48

in the tariff for updating the benchmark once every three years.”  I do not believe it is49

appropriate at this time to predetermine that a recalibration of Benchmark factors will be50

needed in three years.  As stated in my rebuttal testimony, the Company would agree to a51

three-year review of the GCPP under the provisions of Section 9-244(c) of the Illinois52

Public Utilities Act, the same provisions which govern this proceeding.  The purpose of53

this review is to determine if the GCPP continues to meet its three objectives as defined54

in Docket No. 99-0127.  In three years, as with this proceeding, if the Commission55

believes that the Program is not meeting its specified objectives, it can determine what56

changes are necessary for the Program to attain them.  The distinction from Staff’s57

position that I am making is that I believe a tariff provision mandating that the58

Benchmark be updated, regardless of whether or not the Program is meeting its59

Commission approved objectives, is not consistent with the requirements of Section 9-60

244(c).61

Q. Mr. Zuraski has now taken the view that his proposals are really just “tweaks” to62

the GCPP.  (Zuraski Reb., lines 65-67).  Is this a proper characterization?63

A. No.  Mr. Zuraski’s proposal would have a significant negative impact on the GCPP.  By64

way of example, his proposal to change the Commodity Adjustment from $0.0168 per65
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MMBtu to a negative $0.0437 per MMBtu would have greatly reduced the savings66

calculated by the GCPP.  For 2000 and 2001 combined, both customers and the Company67

each received benefits of approximately $27 million.  If Mr. Zuraski’s proposed negative68

Commodity Factor was used to calculate the Benchmark for 2000 and 2001, the total69

benefits as measured under the Program would have been reduced from $54 million to70

$23 million.71

If Mr. Zuraski’s proposed sharing mechanism was in place for 2000 and 2001, along with72

his proposed Commodity Adjustment factor, Company benefits would have been greatly73

reduced, to only $3 million.  A reduction in the Company’s two-year benefits from74

$27 million to only $3 million is a substantial reduction in potential incentives for the75

Company and is the result of more than a mere tweaking of the numbers.76

Q. With respect to Mr. Zuraski’s proposal to use a negative $0.0437 per MMBtu77

Commodity Adjustment, he states that the Company is against averaging the78

Commodity Adjustment using a two year period even though the Company79

originally supported such a time period in Docket No. 99-0127.  Is the Company80

opposed to using a two-year period for averaging the data to arrive at a new81

Commodity Adjustment?82

A. No.  The number of years of data used to determine the Commodity Adjustment is not83

my major concern.  I have two concerns.  My first concern is the fact that in establishing84

his proposed Commodity Adjustment, Mr. Zuraski relied only on data generated after85

implementation of the incentive program.  My second concern is that Mr. Zuraski appears86

to pick and choose a time period that will minimize the opportunity for the Company to87
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be successful, while disregarding the interrelationships of the GCPP parts to the whole88

Program.89

The results of Mr. Zuraski’s proposal is a drastic departure from the purpose of the90

Benchmark.  The Benchmark was established to be representative of the Company’s gas91

costs under traditional Purchased Gas Adjustment (“PGA”) regulation. The Company’s92

performance under the GCPP, then, is compared to the Benchmark.  In contrast,93

Mr. Zuraski’s proposal would result in a new type of Benchmark which would no longer94

be a proper representation of the Company’s gas costs under traditional PGA regulation.95

Rather, he proposes to have the Company now compare its future performance under the96

GCPP, with its historical performance under the Program.  This result is inconsistent with97

the express purpose of the Benchmark as contemplated by the Commission when it98

approved the GCPP.   Mr. Zuraski’s proposal would change the Benchmark to be99

representative of the Company’s first two years of experience under incentive regulation.100

Therefore, in reality, his proposal would mandate that the Company not only purchase101

gas more efficiently than under traditional PGA regulation, but the Company must out-102

perform its own two years of positive experience under incentive regulation to receive103

any benefits whatsoever.104

In my rebuttal testimony, I had a threefold reason for showing the results of calculating105

the Commodity Adjustment over various time periods in Rebuttal Exhibit GMB-1.  First,106

the exhibit shows the reasonableness of the current Commodity Adjustment of 1.68 cents107

per MMBtu when viewed over a longer time frame that includes periods before the GCPP108

became effective.  Second, the exhibit shows that a negative Commodity Adjustment is109

not reasonable given the history of the Commodity Adjustment.  Third, if the110
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Commission believes that the Commodity Adjustment should be updated to reflect more111

recent experiences, which would impact traditional PGA regulation costs as reflected by112

the Benchmark, the exhibit provides a range of Commodity Adjustments that could be113

considered.114

I believe that Dr. McDermott is correct that the market requires continued improvements115

by the Company just to keep up with the market-based Benchmark.  However, there is no116

evidence, nor could there be, as to what the Company’s traditional PGA regulated costs117

for 2000 and 2001 would have been in the absence of the GCPP.  Thus, to change the118

Benchmark, the Commission would have to make a subjective selection of the119

Commodity Adjustment.  As shown on Rebuttal Exhibit GMB-1, it is clear that selection120

of a negative Commodity Adjustment would be inappropriate.121

Q. Mr. Zuraski continues to recommend that the Commission reinstate an annual122

prudence review of affiliate transactions.  (Zuraski Reb., lines 270, 271).  Would you123

please comment.124

A. The Company agrees with Mr. Zuraski that the Commission should remain vigilant in its125

responsibility to consumers.  The Commission continues to have the authority to review126

affiliate transactions at any time and to deal with any impropriety found.  However, the127

Commission did agree with the Company’s proposal in Docket No. 99-0127, that PGA-128

type prudence reviews should be suspended during the life of the GCPP.  This allows the129

Company to modify or try new approaches with respect to gas purchasing without having130

to be concerned about how such actions may be viewed in after-the-fact prudence131

reviews.  The Commission, customers, and the Company each are benefiting by changes132
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in the Company’s gas purchasing practices and elimination of the expense of annual133

prudence reviews.134

The Company’s concern with Mr. Zuraski’s partial re-instatement of a PGA-type135

prudence review is that it could lead to the same type of line-by-line questioning of136

transactions as in this case and a failure to fully appreciate the overall benefits generated137

by the GCPP.  Such a prudence review also has the potential to enable some party to use138

the process as a means to impact the sharing mechanism on an annual basis.139

As stated previously, if the Commission deems that a prudence review is necessary, it is140

within the Commission’s power to initiate a review of affiliate transactions at any time.141

There is no basis, and Staff does not provide one, to impose an annual prudence review142

related to the Program.  Indeed, Mr. Zuraski does not point to any event that has occurred143

which would merit such a review.  Rather, a Commission initiated review outside the144

annual PGA reconciliation, which still continues under the GCPP, could provide a better145

means of focusing on affiliate transactions than including such a review as part of the146

annual gas cost reconciliation.147

IV. Rebuttal Testimony Mr. Mierzwa148

Q. Mr. Mierzwa continues to advocate that the Storage Credit is flawed and not149

operating as intended.  Do you agree?150

A. No.  Mr. Mierzwa is incorrect.  He is trying to convey the impression that if the Storage151

Credit does not lower the Benchmark, the Company is receiving a windfall at the152

customers’ expense.  This is simply not true.  In fact, the Storage Credit works in153

precisely the same fashion as storage costs do under traditional regulation.  Accordingly,154

Mr. Mierzwa’s proposal regarding the Storage Credit should be rejected.155
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Q. What is the purpose of the Storage Credit under the GCPP?156

A. The Storage Credit is used to reflect the fact that gas withdrawn from storage was157

purchased at a price different from the Market Index Price used by the Benchmark to158

price deliveries.  The Benchmark uses a monthly Market Index Price multiplied by159

monthly sales, including any storage withdrawals, as its starting point.  This means that160

all sales in a month are multiplied by the Market Index Price for that month.  The161

monthly sales volume is met from both monthly supply purchased at current month prices162

and storage withdrawals that were purchased at different months’ prices.  The Storage163

Credit properly accounts for the cost differential between the months gas was purchased164

and injected, then withdrawn and sold.165

Q. Do you have an example of how the Storage Credit works and is consistent with166

PGA cost recovery?167

A. Yes.  Although Surrebuttal Exhibit GMB-1 is simplified and assumes perfect foresight in168

January of future pricing under the PGA, the exhibit shows how the Storage Credit169

adjusts the Market Index Price under the Benchmark to match gas costs.  The added170

complexities of forecasts and true-ups of costs in the real world PGA does not change the171

results of this illustration.172

Q. Please describe Surrebuttal Exhibit GMB-1.173

A. The upper portion of the exhibit shows the assumptions for the Market Index Price and174

the amount of gas withdrawn from or injected into storage.  The middle section shows175

how the PGA handles the monthly cost differences.  In this example, the withdrawals in176

January and December are priced at $2.75, the average of the cost of July and August177
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injections.  Thus, the total revenues and costs of $5.50 match-up.  The lower portion of178

the exhibit shows how the Storage Credit is used to match the Benchmark calculation179

with gas costs.  I have used a format similar to that of Exhibit GMB-1 in my direct180

testimony which shows the GCPP calculations.  Actual gas costs of $5.50 per MMBtu are181

shown on the right side.  However, using the Market Index Price, the Benchmark Gas182

Costs without a Storage Credit would be $9.00.  To match the Benchmark with costs, a183

Storage Credit Rate is determined.  In this case, the Storage Credit Rate is $1.75 per184

MMBtu and assumes that half of the gas was put in storage in July and the other half was185

put in during August.  The Storage Credit Rate of $1.75 is then applied to total186

withdrawals of two MMBtus to get a Storage Credit of $3.50.  Subtracting the Storage187

Credit of $3.50 from the $9.00 Market Index Costs results in $5.50 so that the Benchmark188

matches the cost for the gas and customers are charged a gas cost that properly reflects189

the price of gas that is injected in the summer for winter withdrawal.190

If the assumed prices in July and August were higher than January and December, the191

Storage Credit would be negative.  However, the results of applying the Storage Credit192

would be the same.  Either way, the calculated Benchmark would match the gas costs.193

Clearly, the Company is not being unjustly rewarded with any sort of windfall.194

Additionally, even if the Storage Credit is negative, storage costs are handled in the same195

manner as under traditional PGA regulation.196

Q. Is the Storage Credit a necessary component of the GCPP?197

A. Yes.  Without the Storage Credit, customers and the Company would be treated as though198

the Company had no storage assets.  Storage assets allow customers to receive the199

potential benefit of winter/summer price differentials and the Company to reliably satisfy200
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peak demand without the need of more costly interstate transportation.  As I indicated in201

my rebuttal testimony, the Company has storage and requires its use to meet seasonal and202

peak day demands.  As I have shown above, the Storage Credit properly adjusts the203

Benchmark to reflect the Market Index Price for storage injections and withdrawals, and204

is no different than what would occur under traditional PGA regulation.205

In addition, the Storage Credit concept was supported by Staff in the initial GCPP case.206

Q. Mr. Mierzwa claims that you stated that the negative Storage Credit Rate was a207

one-time occurrence.  Do you have any comments?208

A. Nowhere in my testimony will you find that I indicated that a negative Storage Credit209

Rate was a one-time occurrence.  I did say it was atypical, and continue to believe that.210

While I agree that the Storage Credit Rate for 2002 may eventually be a negative, it is211

clearly the historic norm for gas prices in January to exceed gas prices in July.  Moreover,212

whether the Storage Credit Rate happens to be positive or negative, the fact is that the213

Storage Credit applied in the Benchmark calculation is working properly and exactly as214

intended.215

Q. In Mr. Mierzwa’s Supplemental Rebuttal Testimony, he claims that the Company216

has failed to show that it has purchased its gas supplies at prices below any of the217

applicable components of the Benchmark.  How do you respond?218

A. Mr. Mierzwa’s testimony on this point is misleading.  For example, on page 3, lines 5219

through 10 of his Supplemental Rebuttal Testimony, he states, “In calendar 2000, the220

actual firm transportation and storage charges incurred by Nicor were higher than the221

Firm Deliverability Adjustment.”  This is only partially true, since Mr. Mierzwa’s222
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statement omits crucial facts.  Included in the Firm Deliverability Adjustment established223

under the Benchmark is the Company’s fixed costs for transportation and firm storage,224

less the credits generated by capacity management activities, including capacity release,225

buy/sell transactions, supply sales, linked purchase-sales and storage credits.  In his226

comparison of costs, Mr. Mierzwa has inexplicably omitted $17.6 million of off-setting227

capacity management credits.  When all of the items included in the Firm Deliverability228

Adjustment for 2000 are included, the cost was actually below the $116 million included229

in the Benchmark.230

Likewise, his discussion of commodity cost only covers gas commodity and commodity231

transportation costs, and fails to mention that the Commodity Adjustment was a catchall232

for other factors that affect the cost of gas but are not captured by the Storage Credit or233

Firm Deliverability Adjustment.234

The fact of the matter is that the Company did better than the Benchmark in both 2000235

and 2001.  The Storage Credit is working as intended and the parts of the Benchmark are236

not broken.  Mr. Mierzwa’s testimony demonstrates a piecemeal approach to viewing the237

Benchmark, picking and choosing selected items in the Benchmark (after-the-fact)238

instead of recognizing the interrelationship of the whole GCPP.239

Q. Does this conclude your surrebuttal testimony?240

A. Yes.241


